
TOP 7 TIPS FOR MINDFUL SEX, by Jennifer Gunsaullus, PhD 

Many people strive for “better” sex. But what exactly makes sex better, in a lasting way? Advice 

often focuses on sexual skills in the physical realm. The list here speaks to a bigger, more 

holistic approach to better sex, through mindfulness. 

Mindfulness is a practice in awareness. 

It is about being in the present moment 

– not in the past that has already 

happened, or projecting into the future, 

that has not happened yet. Have you 

ever driven home but could not 

remember any details from that drive, 

because you were on automatic pilot? 

That is the opposite of mindfulness! 

Mindfulness is a skill we can develop, 

through increasing our awareness, 

noticing our running thoughts without 

judgment, and being present to our five 

senses. There is a lot of joy and 

pleasure in mindfulness. 

How is this relevant to sex? At its best, sex is very much about being present in the moment, 

fully aware of your partner, and connected. When we are with someone new, we can be so 

focused on our performance that we miss out on physical and emotional pleasure. When we have 

been with someone for a long time, we may go on automatic pilot in the bedroom and miss out 

on new opportunities for sensuality. This list of 7 suggestions can get you started on enjoying 

more mindful sex. 

1. Mindfulness 

It makes sense to first offer some basics about developing general mindfulness skills. Being 

mindful in the bedroom may be more difficult than doing so in other settings. I recommend the 

“stop light exercise” as a good practice. Instead of viewing a stoplight as frustrating or keeping 

you from your destination while driving, consider it a gift to practice mindfulness. Take several 

deep breaths, relax your shoulders, and notice 

your surroundings. Look for the brightest color 

you can find. Open the window and notice any 

smells. Use all five of your senses to locate 

yourself in the moment.  

Eating is also a great time to practice 

mindfulness. Slow down, notice the colors, 

sniff your food, feel it against your lips, taste a 

small amount, and move it around in your 

mouth. Chew each bite thoroughly. Feel 



gratitude for your meal and all that was involved with bringing it to you. The stoplight exercise 

and mindful eating are practices you can easily integrate into daily living, yet they provide 

valuable skill-building. 

2. What are Your Sexual Hang-ups? 

We all tend to have some hurdles when it comes to sex and intimacy. (You don’t grow up in a 

prudish yet superficially sexual 

society like the United States 

and not have been exposed to 

some sex negativity!) These may 

include factors such as jealousy, 

fear, insecurity, poor body-

image, low self-worth, 

embarrassment, shame, or 

trauma.  My advice is to do 

some exploration into your so-

called hang-ups. Write down 

what you learned growing up 

about sex, relationships, dating, 

gender roles, etc., and what 

messages you received in these 

areas as an adult.  Is there 

negativity, discomfort, 

confusion, or silence? How is that negativity getting in the way of your intimate experiences? 

Sometimes just acknowledging where you came from and what you learned, and recognizing that 

it does not serve you anymore, is a powerful step in redefining your sexuality. 

3. Listen Carefully and Often 

Being truly present with another human, without 

judgment or thinking about what you want to say next, 

is quite a gift. Not being distracted and offering true 

presence is very honoring to the other person. This also 

helps you to become more attuned to your partner, 

which translates to an understanding and “knowledge” 

beyond words. Understanding the nuances of your 

partner’s experiences, feelings, perceptions, and 

energy, allows for greater emotional and sexual 

intimacy. 

However, this can be easier said than done. One way to 

practice this with a willing partner is to set a timer for 

five minutes and each take that time to just share your 

day, thoughts, and experiences with the other, and then 

switch roles. The listener is there to respond with appropriate facial expressions and nods of the 



head, but not interrupt. Even if you’re not in a serious relationship, this is a powerful practice to 

do with anyone, learning to only speak during appropriate pauses to ask relevant questions. This 

engaged listening is an important skill in all interpersonal interactions. 

4. Playfulness and Humor 

Sex can be serious and heavy, and it 

can be light and fun. Humor and 

playfulness can help keep you in the 

moment.  In the bedroom, resentments 

from the relationship can interfere with 

good loving, as well as fears or hang-

ups, addressed in #2 above. I often 

recommend that clients use humor to 

create silly games or characters, 

whether it’s making your penis “talk” 

with its own personality, bringing food 

into the bedroom, or wrestling naked 

around your home. This is not meant to 

trivialize sex, lovemaking, or your 

partner, or use humor as a defense from serious topics, but to recognize that heaviness can take 

its toll. 

Research has found that humor in relationships can lead to greater cohesiveness and a well-timed 

joke using insider humor can alleviate a difficult situation. If you’ve noticed some anxiety, 

boredom, or fear in the air when sex is at the forefront, consider how playfulness could break the 

ice. Find the kind of humor that you both appreciate and bring that into your sexual play. 

5. Reduce Stress & Increase Calm 

Stress is repeatedly cited in research as the cause of chronic illness and mental instability. With 

this information alone, it’s not surprising that stress is harmful to one’s sex life. However, it goes 

even deeper. Stress can harm our adrenal glands, which can then pull our sex hormones from 

other areas of our body and deplete our sex drive. As well, stress impacts our sleep and ability to 

cope, both of which can make us more irritable with a partner. 

Like I mentioned in #1 above, deep 

breathing is something you can do at 

almost any time and place, and has been 

shown to relax the body’s response to 

stress. I also highly recommend 

meditation, even starting with just five 

minutes a day. Meditation is not about 

“clearing your mind of all thoughts,” but 

of creating quiet time to notice your 

thoughts, not judge them, and let them 



drift away. Keep bringing your attention back to your breathing or just the quiet. Mindfulness 

and meditation are about being present in the moment without attaching any value judgment or 

meaning. It’s not an easy task, particularly in the context of our fast-paced society. But it can 

significantly decrease stress and increase calm. And isn’t that always nicer to be with? 

6. Love your Body No Matter What 

This is a tough one for many folks, particularly women. 

When the ubiquitous advertising and mass media message 

since childhood is that your body is not good enough, thin 

enough, attractive enough, or young enough, it is hard to 

just choose to ignore that message. As we age, the messages 

are stronger and heavier, since we have more money to 

spend and our bodies are aging. It is truly a never-ending 

battle of body self-hatred for many women. And research 

has found that how a woman feels about her body is 

strongly linked to her sexual satisfaction. 

While not easy to tackle, there are many small steps that can 

be taken every day, if you make the commitment to loving 

your body. First is to remove as many of the “offending” 

media sources as possible. Do you feel more insecure about 

your weight after viewing a certain magazine? Then stop 

reading that magazine. Are there certain reality shows that feed your insecurities? Then stop 

viewing them. While some of these may be guilty pleasures, they may be more harmful than you 

realize in the long run. And second, start or end your day with writing down three to five things 

you appreciate about your body.  This could include your soulful eyes, the color of your hair, the 

strength of your legs, or the fact that you could get out of bed that morning. This conscious shift 

towards positivity around your body can help shake your negative focus. 

7. Never Assume You Know it All 

The attitude that you already know all 

you need to know (or that there is to 

know) around sex will keep your ego in 

tact, but not allow for expansion or 

exploration. Usually I come across this 

attitude in people who are actually 

afraid to try new things, because they 

will likely not be good at it right away. 

Or they assume that they know how to 

please “all women,” for example. 

These are folks who only do things 

they think they are good at, because 

they need the boost to their ego. If you 

notice yourself feeling this way, use the 



mindfulness practice of checking in with your thoughts, emotions, and bodily sensations in the 

moment. Just being aware of what's happening, without automatically reacting or shutting down, 

gives you space to try something different. 

While this protective approach to self is understandable, it definitely gets in the way of using 

creativity around sex. And when I refer to sex, I mean a large range of sexual activity or sexual 

play. There does not have to be “penile/vaginal penetration” to experience a wonderful sex life. 

We tend to learn that sex should be goal-oriented and linear, and sex without intercourse or 

orgasm is incomplete. We are doing ourselves a disservice by reducing our range of sexual 

activity. By accepting that there is much that you “don’t know that you don’t know,” you open 

yourself to an infinite expanse of erotic and sensual options. And thinking outside the box when 

it comes to sex means the possibilities for pleasure and connection are endless! 

 


